How It Works
Documoto and ERP/EAM Integrations
Unleash the full power of your enterprise information!

Documoto Storefront gives manufacturers the industry-leading solution for online parts lookup
and ordering. Your ERP manages your company’s most critical, up-to-date product data. Leverage
this data to enhance Documoto’s superior customer experience with real-time parts, pricing,
and inventory information.

Streamline Aftermarket Sales Workflows
Smart integrations lead to workflows where data is
never entered twice, and any information needed
by sales and support staff is available with a few
clicks. The most up-to-date information travels
from your enterprise systems to Documoto, and
from Documoto back to you.

Documoto Storefront Powers B2B Commerce
•

Easily update part and product information

•

Display different pricing for different user roles

•

View real-time order status and history

•

Minimize data entry associated with phone
and email orders
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Optimize the aftermarket sales cycle with Documoto:
» Documoto can pull pricing, stock availability, and other parts information from an ERP or other system
for near real-time decision making.
» Shopping cart submitted directly to your ERP/eCommerce system improves order accuracy and reduces
labor in order taking and fulfillment.
» Leverage eCommerce capabilities through our Shopify integration, so you can browse Documoto and
send items to a shopping cart that contain payment, shipping, tax information.
» Additional APIs provide endpoints for connecting ERP, CRM, EAM, PLM, eCommerce or other custom
applications--flexibility to design information flows that fit your business model.
» Single sign-on (SSO) integration permits users to access Documoto via dealer portals, customer-facing
web pages, or other applications.
» Documoto integrations utilize common web services and standards to minimize resource requirements
and custom coding: SOAP, REST, SAML, XML, etc.

Take the guesswork out of aftermarket part sales and capitalize on your ERP investment with Documoto.
Documoto’s cloud architecture gives you the power and flexibility to optimize aftermarket business
processes and part sales now and into the future.

IntegratesWith:

TrustedBy:
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